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Challenge
Featured Products
Tim Dixon, of Dixon Development LLC, envisioned creating an upscale hotel in downtown
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Milwaukee that mingles “business suits and biker leathers.” His vision became reality when he
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bought and renovated a neglected 100-year old brick warehouse,
which offers a close-up view of
the Harley Davidson Museum.
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Converting the 90,000 sq ft warehouse into the luxurious Iron Horse Hotel with
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was an exercise in fusing “industrial era form and modern-day function,” phrased Dixon. “The
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hotel’s interior captures the American Industrial era with beam construction, exposed brick, and
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iron details preserved from the original structure.”
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The Iron Horse offers state-of-the-art business services in a luxury setting while accommodating
bikers with amenities, such as an onsite bike wash and hooks in every room for hanging up heavy
leathers. But the biker-specific features do not overwhelm the hotel’s ambience—the real focal
point is its original architecture. The renovated building retains existing timber supports, leaves
brick walls exposed, and utilizes other interior components as
sculptural elements.
In preserving locks
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the character of the venerable old space, everything modern had to fit unobtrusively—including
the door hardware.
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Solution
Secure and durable DORMA architectural hardware was selected to ensure efficient new doorways
in the renovated space.
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CL700 Locksets

Offering a hydraulic control system with modern architectural styling, high-performance DORMA
8900 Series Closers have a narrow projection full cover and flat form style arm, along with a
robust list of standard features. With their heavy-duty cast chassis and a smooth reduced
projection touchbar assembly that minimizes catch hazards, DORMA 9000 Series Exit Devices
provide superior durability for high impact applications. Virtually invisible floor-concealed DORMA
BTS80 Closers and LM Series Pivots support the doors that form part of the hotel’s new glassenclosed stairwells. Premium DORMA CL700 Locksets offer security and versatility with their
high performance cylindrical chassis and availability in a wide range of lever and knob trim
designs.
Result
With many finishes and trim styles to select from and superior durability, DORMA’s architectural
hardware complements the Iron Horse Hotel’s distinct decor without compromising its
requirements for reliability, safety, and security.

PREMIUM ACCESS SOLUTIONS & SERVICES
DORMA has been a market leader of innovative access solutions for more than 100 years.
The DORMA portfolio includes architectural hardware, specialty hardware for glass door and
wall applications, door automation systems, operable wall systems, and electronic access
control systems.

DORMA USA, Inc.
Dorma Drive, Drawer AC
Reamstown, PA 17567
Tel: 800 523 8483
Fax: 800 274 9724
www.dorma.com
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